LOCALIZATION PROCESS FLOWCHART
Vendors,
Service Providers

Assemble, submit bid

Localization Project Manager
Solicit product requirements from regional
stakeholders (remote offices, customers)
Establish “need-by” dates
Perform triage of worldwide requirements
Collect project information and assets
Perform internationalization testing, submit I18n bugs
Document project risks/dependencies/missing pieces
Assemble statement of work/request for proposal

Client-Side Resources
Regional Offices:
Provide local-market requirements
Product Managers:
Describe new functionality to local
offices, customers
Provide other requirements

Review bids
Summarize project impact, present to Mgmt
Ensure Mgmt buy-in
Award project to vendor
Assemble Localization Kit (doc/resource files,
test plans, etc.) for handoff to vendor
Plan project
Map resource requirements (who/what/when needed)
Create budget
Schedule requirements with other team leaders
(QA, Engrg, Marketing, in-country offices)
Develop/update master terminology
list (glossary)
Create/check translation memory
Prepare files for handoff to translators
Incorporate glossary modifications

Circulate preliminary schedule
Circulate glossary to native-speaker stakeholders
Return modified glossary to vendor
Place reviewers and vendors in direct
contact to resolve issues (optional)

Receive product training for translators

Conduct product training for translators

Translate software (including installer)

Prepare internal testbenches

Build, test software (focus on
functionality and translation)
Hand off software for preliminary testing
Translate documentation, Web pages,
release notes, etc.
Hand off doc for review

QA, Engrg, Marketing, Regional
Offices:
Negotiate resource availability

Conduct internal QA (focus on functionality)
Forward build to native-speaker stakeholders
Double-check bugs
Forward bugs to vendor

Regional Offices;
Review, modify glossary

Regional Offices, Key Customers
Test preliminary build (focus on
translation)
Submit bugs

Fix software bugs
Conduct internal QA (focus on s/w-doc consistency)
Forward selections to native-speaker stakeholders

Fix documentation bugs

Double-check bugs
Forward bugs to vendor

Translate final s/w, doc (if applicable)

Check for additional translatables
Hand off to vendor

Assemble final deliverable
Hand off

Attend post-partum
Summarize translation preferences in
style guide

Conduct internal QA
Verify all bugs fixed
Forward to Release Engineering,
Configuration Management, Production
Notify Product Management, Marketing
Communications re availability
Conduct post-partum meeting with vendor
Summarize findings, recommendations

Regional Offices, Key Customers
Review doc selections (focus on
translation)
Submit bugs

Release Engineering,
Configuration Management,
Production:
Generate masters, release to public,
begin production
Product Management, Marketing
Communications:
Arrange press coverage, regional
briefings, collateral, Web copy

Arrange for archiving, version control of assets
Obtain final translation memory databases
Obtain style guide
Compile list of no-translate text
Modify bug-tracking system for more effectiveness
Revisit budget
Create evangelization effort from lessons learned
Poll Regional Offices on product acceptance
Localization Process Flowchart
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